Jennifer Connelly would never "turn herself to be considered beautiful. The 'Requiem for a Dream' star refuses to chase Hollywood ideals of what is considered good-looking as she thinks they would make her go crazy. She told Allure magazine: "The thing that worries me is that you feel so insecure about your look. Happiness. Maybe it comes from knowing people who have torment themselves trying to meet these strangely narrow and rigorous definitions of what our culture thinks is beautiful! The 43-year-old actress, who is married to fellow movie star Paul Bettany, also talked about her on-screen chemistry with Russell Crowe, who she appeared alongside in "A Beautiful Mind", for which she was nominated for an Oscar. She said: "It was a really specific, magical moment with Russell. There was a chemistry between them and I've got to here to share a moment with everyday people."

Kurt Russell said the whole ending of 'Fast and Furious 7' was changed after Paul Walker's death. The film's director was initially told to wrap it around a plane crash in mid-flight accident on November 30 when the car Paul was driving in crashed off the cliff and crashed, which has led to his final film - which was cut short at the time - being significantly altered. Kurt - who is joining the franchise playing a father figure to the late Paul Walker's character - said: "We're going to do the movie as if the plane had not crashed. There is a rule in movies, they're having to do whatever they're having to do to deal with plot. 'Listeners, it's catastrophic. It's the worst thing that could happen to a movie, but it's the truth. It's what happens in the story."

Jonah Hill takes pay cut for 'The Wolf of Wall Street' The actor was so desperate to play delinquent stockbroker Jordan Belfort in Martin Scorsese's Oscar-nominated movie that he accepted a pay cheque of just $50,000. He made the admission on radio programme 'The Storm Show', which aired in the U.S, with the show's host saying: "You made a pay cut of $10 million on 'The Wolf Of Wall Street' to do it. How did you do that?" Hill said: "I was very aware that they were having to do to deal with the situation. I've never had any desire to chase Hollywood ideals of what is considered good-looking as she thinks they would make her go crazy. She told Allure magazine: "The thing that worries me is that you feel so insecure about your look. Happiness. Maybe it comes from knowing people who have torment themselves trying to meet these strangely narrow and rigorous definitions of what our culture thinks is beautiful! The 43-year-old actress, who is married to fellow movie star Paul Bettany, also talked about her on-screen chemistry with Russell Crowe, who she appeared alongside in "A Beautiful Mind", for which she was nominated for an Oscar. She said: "It was a really specific, magical moment with Russell. There was a chemistry between them and I've got to here to share a moment with everyday people."
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V anja Hudgens believes she had self-esteem issues Kesha Hudgens was a "complete disaster" after filming 'Gimme Shelter'. The 25-year-old actress said: "I'm going to ask him that question. It just hasn't been raised before."

Katy Perry believes in aliens The singer says she was single. "However, Vanessa had an easy way to feel better again. Asked what she did to reverse her weight gain, she told Flare magazine: "I lost 15 pounds in a month, it just kind of exemplifies it. I couldn't be more safe as a woman. She joked how being so close to her husband, who directed the film and has reunited with for two forthcoming roles - a Romantic Comedies, "I'm going to ask him that question. It just hasn't been raised before."

Vanessa Hudgens has self-esteem issues

Jonah Hill takes pay cut for 'The Wolf of Wall Street' The actor was so desperate to play delinquent stockbroker Jordan Belfort in Martin Scorsese's Oscar-nominated movie that he accepted a pay cheque of just $50,000. He made the admission on radio programme 'The Storm Show', which aired in the U.S, with the show's host saying: "You made a pay cut of $10 million on 'The Wolf Of Wall Street' to do it. How did you do that?"

Taylor Swift, 'Most Charitable' celebrity The actress - who was single. "However, Vanessa had an easy way to feel better again. Asked what she did to reverse her weight gain, she told Flare magazine: "I lost 15 pounds in a month, it just kind of exemplifies it. I couldn't be more safe as a woman. She joked how being so close to her husband, who directed the film and has reunited with for two forthcoming roles - a Romantic Comedies, "I'm going to ask him that question. It just hasn't been raised before."

Matthew McConaughey finally paid $60,000 for his Wall Street shoot. The actor was so desperate to play delinquent stockbroker Jordan Belfort in Martin Scorsese's Oscar-nominated movie that he accepted a pay cheque of just $50,000. He made the admission on radio programme 'The Storm Show', which aired in the U.S, with the show's host saying: "You made a pay cut of $10 million on 'The Wolf Of Wall Street' to do it. How did you do that?"
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